In the presence of a finite interlayer displacement field bilayer graphene has an energy gap that is dependent on stacking and largest for the stable AB and BA stacking arrangements. When the relative orientations between layers are twisted through a small angle to form a moiré pattern, the local stacking arrangement changes slowly. We show that for non-zero displacement fields the low-energy physics of twisted bilayers is captured by a phenomenological helical network model that describes electrons localized on domain walls separating regions with approximate AB and BA stacking. The network band structure is gapless and has of a series of two-dimensional bands with Dirac band-touching points and a density-of-states that is periodic in energy with one zero and one divergence per period.
Introduction-The electronic structure of bilayer graphene is sensitive to strain, interlayer potential differences, and the stacking arrangement between layers [1, 2] . For the energetically favored Bernal stacking configurations, either AB or BA, Bloch states have 2π Berry phases, quadratic band-touchng, and a gap that opens when a displacement fields is applied by external gates. The gapped state is characterized by nontrivial valleydependent Chern numbers and supports topological confinement of electrons on domain walls that separate regions with opposite signs of displacement field [3] [4] [5] [6] or different stacking arrangements [7] [8] [9] . The presence of confined electronic states, which occur in helical pairs with opposite propagation directions in opposite valleys, has [10] [11] [12] been confirmed experimentally. Control of these domain walls and of their intersections has attracted attention recently [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] because of its potential relevance for valleytronics [19] .
Whereas an engineering of a network of helical states with tunable geometry is a challenging problem, the triangular one has been recently observed [20] with help of scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STM) in misoriented graphene bilayers [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . In the presence of a twist local stacking arrangement changes slowly in space in a periodic moiré pattern in which regions with approximate AB and BA stacking are separated by domain walls with helical states . The measured local density of states at a domain wall is strongly energy dependent with a single peak within the gap, that demonstrates the importance of an interference between helical states propagating along network. Because the moiré pattern is well developed only when its period greatly exceeds graphene's lattice constant, theories of its electronic structure [41, 42] often employ complicated multi-scale approaches to advantage.
In this Letter, we derive a phenomenological helical network model for the electronic structure of gated bilayer graphene moirés valid in the energy range below the AB and BA gaps where only topologically confined domain wall states are present. The model is related to Chalker-Coddington type models [43] [44] [45] introduced in theories of the quantum Hall effect. The spectrum of the network model consists of a set of minibands con- q are given by Eq. (10) and depend on a single controlling parameter α which was set to α = 1.1 in this illustration. The bands touch at Dirac points located at high symmetry K, K and Γ points.
nected by Dirac band touching points, which repeats and is gapless. A single period of the model's band structure is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Moiré pattern and helical states-To describe the electronic structure of gated bilayer graphene with a small twist angle θ 1
• [46] between layers, we start from the continuum model Hamiltonian derived in Ref. [21] , which is valid independent of atomic scale commensurability
The Hamiltonian for a valley K acts in the sublattice space ψ = {ψ (4): (a) the gap minimum δ−; (b) the angle θ(r) which specifies the direction in momentum space at which minima are achieved; (c) the gap maximum δ+. The dashed lines highlight the network of domain walls that separate regions in which the hybridization is dominated by TAB from regions in which it is dominated by TBA.
ping operator is given by
where w is a hybridization energy scale. The vectors
x + e y )/2 all have magnitude equal to the twist-induced separation between the Dirac points of the two-layers, k θ = 2k D sin(θ/2) where k D = 4π/3a 0 is the magnitude of the Brillouin-zone corner vector of a single layer and a 0 is the corresponding Bravais period. The matrices T i are given by
with ζ = 2π/3. The inter-layer hopping operator in Eq. (2) is spatially periodic with the period of the moiré pattern L = a 0 /(2 sin(θ/2)). The network model we derive has its widest range of applicability in the large gate voltage regime L u ∼ w where L = 2π v/L is the energy scale of the network mini-bands, as we explain below. In this limit an energy gap ∼ w develops around the momentum space ring of radius p u = u/v where the the conduction band of the low potential top layer overlaps with the valence band of the high potential bottom layer. At energies w the bilayer spectrum can be described by the projected two-band Hamiltonian
In Eq. 3 we have separated the tunneling matrix element into two parts, an anisotropic part with p-wave
, where ϕ p is the direction of a momentum p, and an isotropic part t S (r) = −iT AA (r) sin(θ/2) independent of ϕ p that can be neglected [47] for θ 1. The resulting local spectrum
which achieves minima
The gap is maximized at δ + (r) = (|T BA | + |T AB |)/2 at the two perpendicular orientations. It follows from the preceding analysis that the gap in the local electronic spectrum (4) closes if |T AB | = |T BA |. This condition is satisfied along the domain walls specified by dashed lines in Fig. 2-(a) , where we illustrate the spatial pattern of δ − (r). The domain walls separate regions where the inter-layer hybridization is dominated by the T AB from regions in which it is dominated by T BA . The local valley Chern number of Hamiltonian (3)
where d = h/h and the vector h is defined by the Pauli matrix expansion of Eq. (3), H = (σ · h). The valley Chern number difference across the domain wall is C AB − C BA = 2, guaranteeing that two helical electronic channels are present in the gaps per valley and per spin.
In the vicinity of each domain wall the low-energy states are concentrated around the minima at orientations ϕ I(II) , which are perpendicular to the domain wall, as illustrated in Fig. 2-(b) . The expansion of the Hamiltonian (3) in the vicinity of these minima results in a pair of identical anisotropic Dirac cones with spatially depended mass δ − (r): Here (6) therefore has a Jackiw-Rebbi [48] solution that describes helical electronic states with dispersion p || = v || p || , and wave function • surround AB and BA regions and intersect at a set of points with local AA stacking. The considerations we have discussed to this point establish the physical picture we use to motivate our phenomenological helical network model for domain wall states. Phenomenological network model -Our phenomenological helical network model consists of the links and nodes illustrated in Fig. 3-(a) and (b) , which connect to form the domain wall pattern. We assume ballistic propagation along links and scattering only at nodes. The dispersion law along links, = v || q, is consistent with the Jackiw-Rebbi confined mode solution. For L w u, the two Dirac cones on opposite sides of the ring at ϕ I and ϕ II are well separated, allowing scattering between them to be neglected. This simplification allows us to consider a network with a single helical channel per link.
The full domain wall network can be constructed by placing the set of three elementary nodes on a triangular lattice with elementary lattice vectors l 1,2 = L(± √ 3e x + e y )/2. The wavefunction amplitudes on links 1, 2 and 3 of the cell centered at R ij = il 1 +jl 2 are denoted by ψ ij = ψ 1 ij , ψ 2 ij , ψ 3 ij . Each node has three input and three output channels and therefore has a 3 × 3 unitary scattering matrix T whose detailed form depends in a complex way [49] on the spatial profile of the domain walls intersection. We follow a simpler phenomenological approach. By observing that the straight-forward scattering amplitude magnitudes |T 11 | = |T 22 | = |T 33 | and the 240
• deflection scattering amplitudes |T 12 | = |T 13 | = |T 21 | = |T 23 | = |T 31 | = |T 32 | must be equal due to symmetry, it follows that the unitary matrix T can be parametrized by an angle α ranging between 0 and α M = arccos [1/3] , and 6 phases φ T , φ 
Here χ = arccos[{3 cos 2 (α) − 1}/2 cos(α)]. The angle α defines the ratio of scattering probabilities between forward P f and deflected P d channels by P f /P d = 2 cot 2 (α). The outgoing and incoming electronic waves at a node are connected by ψ out = e −iφE T ψ in , where
Here φ E = L/ v || is the dynamical phase accumulated by electrons while propagating between links. Bloch's theorem connects wave function amplitudes in different cells by ψ ij = e iqRijψ , whereψ ≡ {ψ 1 ,ψ 2 ,ψ 3 } and q is the moiré momentum. The connection between input and output waves can be written as [λ − U q ]ψ = 0, and has a nontrivial solution only if λ = e i(φE−φT) is equal to one of eigenvalues of the matrix
It follows that the electronic spectrum consists of groups of three bands n = −1, 0, 1 that repeat in energy with period
Here λ n q are the eigenvalues of U q and m is an integer. The role of the phase φ T is just a rigid shifts of all bands in energy. Since the matrix U q is also unitary U + q = U −1 q and det[U q ] = 1, its eigenvalues satisfy
The electronic spectrum therefore depends only on
Here we have introduced phases
. These phases Φ 1 and Φ 2 can be eliminated by the shift of the momentum space origin, and therefore do not influence the density of states of the network and electronic transport through it. The latter remarkably depend only on α, which in turn characterizes the distribution of scattering probability between forward and deflected channels. It has been numerically shown [50] that, contrary to classical intuition, because nearby paths have larger wavefunction overlap with the incoming electron, deflection is the more likely outcome. For presentation of results we chose α = 1.1 corresponding to P f ≈ 0.2 and
The first Brillouin zone of the network has a hexagonal shape and is illustrated in Fig.3 -c where we also 
illustrate an equivalent rhombic primitive cell. 
√ 2])/3 that ensures the discrete rotational symmetry of the network band structure with respect to 120
• around the Γ-point. A single period n0 q of the repeating band structure is plotted in the half of the rhombic Brillouin zone in Fig. 1 , where we see that it is gapless because of Dirac band touching points situated in Γ, K, and K high symmetry points. Their positions are independent on α and they are separated by momentum ∆k D = 4π/3L and energy ∆ D = || L /3. The density of states of the network is presented in Fig. 4 and is periodic with period ∆ D . It is three time smaller than the period of the network band structure || L , that reflects the symmetry between three links in an elementary cell of the model. The single period contains one zero at the Dirac point, and one saddle-point logarithmic divergence. The latter reflects the van Hove singularity due to the presence of saddle points in the network band structure, which are clearly visible in Fig. 1 .
In recent experiments [20] the small twist-angle θ = 0.245
• has been applied between layers and has resulted in moiré patterns with period L ≈ 58 nm. The resulting energy scale of the pattern L = 2π v/L ≈ 72 meV is comparable with the induced gap g ≈ 60 meV. While the phenomenological network model is still reasonable at energies g , the expressions for v || and ∆ D do not directly apply. Our model predicts the periodic set of features in the density of states, whereas only one feature within the gap has been observed [20] . For the gap g ≈ 250 meV achievable in bilayer graphene [51, 52] , our model is well applicable in much wider range of energies. Using the hybridization energy w = 400 meV we get that the velocity of helical states v || = 1.6 10 6 m/s is larger than the velocity of electrons in graphene v = 10 6 m/s.
The period of the network is equal to || L ≈ 115 meV and the the period of density of states ∆ D ≈ 38 meV. It is much smaller than the gap g and we expect a set of features due to van Hove singularities of network spectrum to be well resolved in experiments. Alternatively, the condition || L g can be achieved at smaller twist angles θ.
To conclude, we have introduced a new phenomenological network model which captures the electronic structure of twisted bilayer graphene in the energy range below the AB and BA gaps where only topologically confined domain wall states are present. Motivated by the recent observation of the domain wall network in STM experiments [20] we have focused on its band structure and density of states. Very recently signatures of the network formation have been found in magneto-transport experiments [53] . Whereas our model predicts anisotropic transport properties that are approximately periodic in carrier density, the magneto-transport theory is postponed for future work.
